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USA MANUFACTURER

Mega LED Technology is a programmable LED sign manufacturer located in Southern California; and unlike sign importing companies have years of experience creating LED signs.

Introduction of

MEGA LED Technology
Customers and Quality First
Mega LED Technology places our customers first by adhering to the most stringent quality
standards in every programmable LED sign we produce. We promote excellence by utilizing high
quality extruded aluminum, heat resistant sun shades, top quality power supplies, and other
superior components to bring you a truly top-quality LED sign. These features paired with being an
ISA (International Sign Association) member and having knowledgeable representatives to assist
our customers from setup to advanced programming, we continue to develop toward a more
innovative future and product.

MET Labs Trusted
Mega LED Technology is proud to announce that we are now compliant with Underwriter’s Laboratory
specifications (UL48, UL8750, UL1433) for our products, certified through MET Laboratories. This
certification brings value to our dealers and an added sense of security and safety to our end users.

Manufactured in the USA
Mega LED Technology is a programmable LED sign manufacturer located in Southern California;
and unlike sign importing companies have years of experience creating LED signs. This shows our
in-depth knowledge about the inner-workings of LED signs. This allows Mega LED Technology to
offer unrivaled and comprehensive support for all of our signs.

Better Business Bureau (BBB)
Mega LED Technology is a member of the Better Business Bureau and is committed to upholding the BBB accreditation standards. We currently have a BBB rating of “A” and will continue to
advance excellence in our products, customer service, and business practices.

WHY CHOOSE MEGA LED?
the best LED panels and billboards

THE BEST USA
ONLINE SELLER

Mega LED Technology is one of the best online sellers of LED panels,
LED display boards, programmable LED signs, and electronic message
boards. Mega LED Technology has just the product you’re looking for,
regardless of your business’ needs. For years, we’ve been providing our
customers with the LED panels, LED scrolling signs, and display boards
they need. As a result, we have more experience in manufacturing
LED displays and customizing our products than any other competing
retailers.

FOR EVERYONE

Mega LED Technology’s inventory includes single color LED displays,
tri-color LED panels, full color LED boards, and even gas price signs. In
addition, all of our LED panels and displays are available in a variety of
sizes and pitches to ensure perfect visibility and legibility to meet your
business’ needs.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
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Mega LED Technology offers full support for all of our customers domestic
& abroad. Our professionally trained and experienced team of support
personnel will give you the support necessary to maximize the potential
of your products. Mega LED Technology offers lifetime technical support
for all of their customers. Any problem or difficulties can be resolved with
a simple phone call, email or instant message.

years
Limited

Time Warranty

5 YEAR WARRANTY
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Mega LED Technology offers a 5 year factory parts warranty for your
products. Starting from parts as small as one screw to parts as big as
a full sized LED module board; we have it covered through our exclusive
warranty. Mega LED Technology has all parts in stock and ready to be
shipped to our customers with just a call. For complete details, please
ask one of our representatives.

DEALER BENEFITS
dealer-only prices and a point system

DEALER BENEFIT

Mega LED Technology invites LED sign companies to become a part of
our Dealership Program. We look forward to forming a partnership with
your company with the well-being and success of both sides on our
minds. Our dealership program includes dealer-only prices and a point
system to give further benefits to our dealers. As an added incentive,
our Dealers will have the option to have their company input into Mega
LED Technology’s dealer database for anyone to see. This will give the
dealers an added exposure to customers and gives Mega LED Technology
the ability to direct customers looking for dealers nearby their location
to them.

UPGRADE TO POWER
DEALER

Here at Mega LED Technology, we believe those who work hard, deserve
more. Mega LED Technology is proud to present our Power Dealer
program, a program that has been designed to give our dealers yet
another mega bonus. Power Dealership can be attained by any dealer as
long as the requirements are met.

HOW TO BECOME A
POWER DEALER

Becoming a Power Dealer takes time and effort. A power dealer must
have been a dealer for Mega LED Technology for at least 6 months and
has to have sold at least 30 LED Signs or $15,000.00. Once the time
and sales condition have been met, the dealer would be able to contact
one of Mega LED Technology representatives to upgrade their dealer
membership to a power dealer membership.

www.megasigninc.com
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It’s time to think of

Virtual LED

WHAT IS VIRTUAL?
the best LED panels and billboards

Virtual modules are in a class of their own. Each Virtual Module contains
2 Red LEDs, 1 Blue LED and 1 Green LED per pixel. Each LED is spaced
out evenly to provide an even higher degree of clarity. Virtual modules
provide more shades of colors due to the many different levels of intensity
combinations. Virtual Modules provide brighter pictures and videos. Virtual
Modules are perfect for outdoor use in any condition. They provide great
visibility during day and night.

VIRTUAL MODULES

SUN
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T

Real Module Design

SUN
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T

Virtual Module Design
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REAL v.s. VIRTUAL
25% more lights creates brighter signs

REAL V.S. VIRTUAL

Real contains 1 Red, 1 Blue and 1 Green LEDs per pixel while Virtual
contains 2 Red 1 Blue and 1 Green per pixel.
Real LED is configured in a triangle shape per pixel while Virtual LED
is configured in a square shape per pixel.
Real LED is evenly spaced out from Red LED to Red LED, Blue LED to
Blue LED and Green LED to Green LED while Virtual is evenly spaced
out from any color all around.
Real LED Module Board has sunshades per each pixel while Virtual LED
Module Board has sunshades per each lights.
Virtual LED Modules contains 25% more lights than Real LED
Modules.

Virtual LED Design
Module Size 20”x20”

Module Size 16”x 16”

Module Size 12.5”x 12.5”

Module Size 10”x 10”

10”
12.5”
16”

31.25 mm

25mm

20mm

16mm

PIXEL PITCH 1.23”

PIXEL PITCH 0.98”

PIXEL PITCH 0.78”

PIXEL PITCH 0.63”

Module Size 16”x 16”

Module Size 12”x 12”

Module Size 9”x 9”

20”

Real LED Design
Module Size 19”x19”

9”
12”
16”
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30 mm

26mm

20mm

15mm

PIXEL PITCH 1.18”

PIXEL PITCH 1”

PIXEL PITCH 0.78”

PIXEL PITCH 0.6”

www.megasigninc.com
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VARIOUS CABINET STYLES
save your time and money

MONEY SAVING DESGIN

We manufacture our LED Signs to be cost-efficient when it comes
to repair. Since we manufacture our own signs, we are able to make
signs that would best accomodate your needs and would be most cost
efficient, unlike many of our competitors that are only able to offer
certain standard sizes.
Choosing the right sign model is very important because it can save
you time and money. The ideal model could cut down time and cost
in the scenario where the sign would need to be serviced or repaired.
Various factors need to be taken into consideration such as location,
height, and installation type.
We manufacture two different cabinet models. After deciding your
size and location, simply choose from the two different models for
facilitated repair.

The S3 model is built with a frontdoor cabinet. The serviceable front
type signs are outdoor signs that
are typically mounted on poles
or on walls outside of buildings.
Repairs can be made easily without taking down the sign. The S3
is designed to keep the weather
out, protect the internal electronic
components, and is built with the
highest quality extruded aluminum.
These signs are typically small to
large size signs.

S3 Cabinet Model

(Front Serviceable)

The S4 model is built with rear serviceable cabinets. The rear serviceable
type signs are outdoor signs that are
going to be mounted on poles or a type
of casing where the rear would be accessed. Repairs can be easily made
by climbing up the pole without taking
down the sign.
The S4 is designed to keep the weather out and protect the internal electronic components, and is built with
highest quality extruded aluminum.
These signs are typically medium to
the largest size signs.

S4 Cabinet Model
(Rear Serviceable)

www.megasigninc.com
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Outdoor Signs
Full Color

Virtual

Outdoor LED full color signs
Complexity meets simplicity. The new Outdoor Full Color LED signs
brings out the most life-like images, using the unique setup of 2 red,
1 green, and 1 blue LED’s to create a resolution that captivates the
P16 Virtual Full Color
eyes. With the inclusion of yet another red LED to the traditional 1
red, 1 green, 1 blue LED lights per pixel, the color depth is exponentially increased.

Features
Possibility of 33 million to 550 trillion colors
Individual sunshades
160 degree horizontal /
90 degree vertical viewing angle
Maximum brightness & contrast
Maximum vertical visibility
100,000 hours lifespan

Weather-proof cabinet
Lightning resistant electronics
Modular design for flexibility
Versatile mounting options
Lightweight and structurally sound
Low voltage certified
5 year warranty

5

years
Limited

Time Warranty

P16

P20

P25

P31.25

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

16 mm

20 mm

25 mm

31.25 mm

Static

Static

Static

Static

Module Size (mm)

256x256

320x320

400x400

500x500

Pixel Constitution

2R,1G,1B

2R,1G,1B

2R,1G,1B

2R,1G,1B

8,500

7,500

6,500

5,000

Type
Pixel Pitch
Duty

NITS
Working environment temperature
Life-span

-40 degrees to +60 degrees (Celcius)
-40 degrees to +140 degrees (Fahrenheit)
100,000 hours

www.megasigninc.com
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Outdoor Signs
Tri Color

Virtual

Outdoor LED Tri color signs

P25 Virtual Tri

Mega LED Technology’s new Outdoor Tri Color LED signs have been
upgraded to a higher quality virtual pixel system that doubles the
resolution of the LED sign. The messages displayed on the signs
will have incredible color depth, a crisp clarity that is sure to draw
more potential customers.

Features
Possibility of 3 colors Red Green Yellow
Individual sunshades
160 degree horizontal /
90 degree vertical viewing angle
Maximum brightness & contrast
Maximum vertical visibility
100,000 hours lifespan

Weather-proof cabinet
Lightning resistant electronics
Modular design for flexibility
Versatile mounting options
Lightweight and structurally sound
Low voltage certified
5 year warranty

5

years
Limited

Time Warranty

P16

P20

P25

P31.25

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

16 mm

20 mm

25 mm

31.25 mm

Static

Static

Static

Static

Module Size (mm)

256x256

320x320

400x400

500x500

Pixel Constitution

2R,1G

2R,1G

2R,1G

2R,1G

NITS

7,500

6,500

5,500

4,500

Type
Pixel Pitch
Duty

Working environment temperature
Life-span

-40 degrees to +60 degrees (Celsius)
-40 degrees to +140 degrees (Fahrenheit)
100,000 hours
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Outdoor Signs
Single Color

Virtual

Outdoor LED single color signs
Mega LED Technology’s new Outdoor Full Color LED sign boasts a
new standard to LED Displays. Even as a single color display, the
LED signs contain 2 red LEDs per pixel, enhancing the color depth
P25 Virtual Single (Red)
and giving an added brightness that illuminates the messages on
the LED screen. Available in either Red or Amber colors, Mega LED Technology’s single color LED
signs proves that even with just 1 color, the advertisement can be extremely eye-catching.

Features
Possibility of 1 color in choice of Red or Amber
Individual sunshades
160 degree horizontal /
90 degree vertical viewing angle
Maximum brightness & contrast
Maximum vertical visibility
100,000 hours lifespan

Weather-proof cabinet
Lightning resistant electronics
Modular design for flexibility
Versatile mounting options
Lightweight and structurally sound
Low voltage certified
5 year warranty

5

years
Limited

Time Warranty

P16

P20

P25

P31.25

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

Virtual Type

16 mm

20 mm

25 mm

31.25 mm

Static

Static

Static

Static

Module Size (mm)

256x256

320x320

400x400

500x500

Pixel Constitution

2R

2R

2R

2R

6,500

5,500

4,500

3,500

Type
Pixel Pitch
Duty

NITS
Working environment temperature
Life-span

-40 degrees to +60 degrees (Celsius)
-40 degrees to +140 degrees (Fahrenheit)
100,000 hours
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Indoor Signs
SMD
Indoor LED full color signs
LED signs are useful even indoors. Mega LED Technology’s Full
Color Indoor LED signs are manufactured with 3 in 1 LED lights,
allowing for space management and tighter pitches. This allows
P10 SMD Type
the indoor LED signs to operate and display content indoors with
clarity. The indoor LED signs are sure to brighten up the inside of your business, while providing
yet another form of visual information and/or entertainment.

Features
Possibility of 33 million to 550 trillion colors
3-in-1 LED lights (Red Green Blue)
160 degree horizontal /
140 degree vertical viewing angle
Maximum brightness & contrast
Maximum vertical visibility

100,000 hours lifespan
Lightweight Framework for easy installation
Lightning resistant electronics
Modular design for flexibility
Low voltage certified
5 year warranty

5

years
Limited

Time Warranty

P5

P6

P7.62

P10

SMD Type

SMD Type

SMD Type

SMD Type

Pixel Pitch

5 mm

6 mm

7.62 mm

10 mm

Duty

Static

Static

Static

Static

Module Size (mm)

80x80

96x96

122x122

160x160

Pixel Constitution

SMD 3-in-1

SMD 3-in-1

SMD 3-in-1

SMD 3-in-1

> 1,500

> 1,200

> 1,200

> 1,000

Type

NITS
Working environment temperature
Life-span

Indoor Use Only
100,000 hours
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Software
As LED Signs are used for many different purposes, Mega LED Technology is able to accommodate
those needs through a few different types of software available.
The softwares have their own specialty in text, images, video, live feed and other aspects to meet
the needs of the customer.
Although each software is prominent in different aspects from each other all the versions of the
software are capable of displaying their counterpart’s main feature.

EyeTV

LED Editor

LED Studio

Easy to use.

Network Capability allows the software to control the LED sign through
the network, meaning that the sign
can be further away as long as it is
connected to the network.

In addition to simple adding of pictures and media, the LED Studio
supports synchronous control or
live feed and is able to change the
content quickly.

The auto-importing and adjustment
function in the software makes it
easy to insert media files to the
sign.

It shows the image as it is on the
programming computer.
It brings about the highest level of
color depth.

User-friendly software puts the
programmer at the helm with
step-by-step organization for a
complete feeling of control.
Each message can be edited to
contain different content, effects
and pauses.
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Contact Us

Mega LED Technology
1733 South Los Angeles St.
Los Angeles CA 90015

Toll Free : (888) 315-7446
Local : (213) 746-7445
Fax : (213) 746-7442

Sales Representative

sales@megasigninc.com

Customer Support

support@megasigninc.com

Technical Support

tech@megasigninc.com

Dealership
General Information
Design Support

dealership@megasigninc.com
info@megasigninc.com
design@megasigninc.com

MEGA SIGN, INC.
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los Angeles CA 90015
TOLL FREE. 888 315 7446 TEL. 213 764 7445 FAX. 213 746 7442
info@megasigninc.com
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